
Join us for a tour of what we do to help reduce waste going to
landfill. We’ll show you the treasure in trash and talk about the
weird and wacky things we've discovered salvaging at the
McRobies Waste Management Centre (the tip). We'll take you
through our different waste busting areas including: e-waste
and scrap metal recycling, computer repairs, timber
reclamation, online sales, electrical testing, our art from trash
exhibition, collectables and our shop. This tour provides a
great opportunity to see some of the waste challenges our
community faces and explore some of the the solutions!
 
Duration: 30 minutes to 1 hour 

Fees: Schools, childcare and not for profit organisations: $55
per tour. For profit organisations and government
organisations: $70 per tour.

We are partnering with the City of Hobart to take you behind the
scenes of the McRobies Waste Management Centre (the tip).
We’ll show you where the City’s trash goes, and how the City is
making treasure from some of its largest waste sources. You
might even get the chance to spot our team salvaging for
treasure too! 

Note – This tour is in addition to our behind the scenes tour of
Resource and requires a bus with 1 seat available for our worker
to deliver the tour. 

Duration: 30 minutes

 
Fees: Schools, childcare and not for profit organisations: $45 per
tour. For profit organisations and government organisations: $60 

RESOURCE EDUCATION
GROUP BOOKING OPTIONS

BEHIND THE SCENES
TOUR OF RESOURCE

TOUR OF THE MCROBIES WASTE
MANAGEMENT CENTRE

We offer
tours, talks

and
workshops



The Ultimate Repurposing Challenge 

Rethinking waste into a valued resource
helps us keep precious goods and
materials out of landfill. In this workshop
participants will be given the challenge to
design a usable object, and then create it
using only the materials and equipment
in the room in a designated amount of
time. Add to the design challenge by
choosing to only use a particular waste
stream such as textiles or metals, or
bringing an object from home that would
otherwise be recycled or end up in
landfill and work to repurpose it. End
products are only limited by time and
creativity of participants. Examples of
repurposed items created include
clothing, a teddy bear, a piece of art or
wind chime. 

Duration: 1-2 hours Fee: $290-$360

RESOURCE EDUCATION
GROUP BOOKING OPTIONS

Sewless bag making

Textile waste is one of our biggest
challenges as a community. In this
workshop participants get to learn about
a common textile waste - clothes, and
get to discover how to transform an
everyday t-shirt using just a pair of
scissors into a reusable bag to take
home.

Duration: 30 - 45 minutes Fee: $145

Wooden doll and robot making 

Join Professor Wiggle at Resource to
make your own quirky characters out of
timber, metal and other reclaimed
materials. Kids will learn how to design
and construct a robot or dolls by using
reclaimed materials and long lasting and
repairable attachment techniques like
screws, laces and wooden dowels. This
is a glue free workshop. Kids need to
bring their imagination and sense of
humour, we’ll supply the rest. 

Duration: 1-1.5 hours Fee: $290-$320

WORKSHOPS

We can come to
you!

 Fees are $50 per
20km from our

education centre

Got an idea? Let us
work with you to

develop a workshop
that’s bespoke and

just for your group! 



RESOURCE EDUCATION
GROUP BOOKING OPTIONS

Invite us for a talk where we will share the
story of the Resource Work Cooperative and
the power of community in tackling waste. As
we take you on Resource’s journey and our
program areas, we aim to inspire and
empower people to take action to reduce
precious goods and materials from ending up
in landfill. 

Duration: 30 minutes to 1 hour 

Fee: $55 within Greater Hobart area

Not sure what
activity best suits

your group? Contact
us and we'll work

with you to choose
an activity.

TALKS

Not sure what to
do? Combine a

tour with a
workshop! 


